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Asialista

Kehittäjätuokio / Developers' hour

intermediate build with small fixes: v22.05  is on all productions, changelogs: , discussion: ..682 KK-team release 22.05 (17th) changelogs slack
things from the previous meeting in progress (mostly " "), a few more added: DB structure and configs structure), for now  Unifications and review
yet, there are no any direct requests to librarians from developers.

KohaCon 2023

Finland, National Library, and Koha Suomi initiated, and we are applying these days to be the 2023 conference organizer.
this is really challenging task and achievement, so we will need help and creativity from all libraries (for example, we want and will 
organize workshops, have good talks, train people for experience, and many of us can bring a lot of knowledge for attendees, as well 
discuss and plan Koha future, growth, unite worldwide Koha more, and make friends from abroad).
more information on this soon

"Level2" addition to KohaCon 2023: I will try to convince the Perl community also to have  (that is YAPC::EU which happened PerlCon 2023
before corona every year around the Europe) in stacked with KohaCon, on the same days (overlapped with KohaCon for a day, or we'll see) if we 
confirm that this will be possible (confirmed from community + finance and load wise possible) - we will really have an unexpectedly big impact on 
Perl scene and Koha generally, this really can even be the turning point for both communities to unite ("unite again", that's another story).

Muut asiat / Other business

KohaCon

KohaCon22 will be held from (Tuesday-Friday) 20-23 September 2022 in Lawrence, Kansas, USA. This will be a hybrid conference with both in-person 
and online attendance and participation options. KohaCon22 is free to attend. The conference page: http://koha-us.org/events/conferences/kohacon22/

Registration closes on August 31, 2022.  Register here - https://forms.gle/KBRTYZYGBx35iMMf7

Seuraava kokous / Next meeting

15.9.
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